OUR GOALS
AS YOUNG DEAF LEADERS OF CSB:
MIRACLE, MELISSA, JOYCE AND ARCHIEVAL
OUR LEARNINGS...

- It is important to join different organizations because it gives you training and exposure.

- It is important to have goals and to network for the advocacy of the Deaf.

- It is important to plan for myself and not just wait for things to happen.
OUR REALIZATIONS...

- The best way that the Deaf can get jobs is to network.

- A leader is not always right. If a leader makes mistakes he should accept that and learn from it.

- I realized that it is okay to be shy but not passive. Sometimes, you need to be brave and stand up and express yourself.
OUR PLANS...

- Deaf Youth Congress
- Encourage more Deaf in CSB to join clubs
- Advocate to hearing organizations to accept Deaf members
- Encourage Deaf students to volunteer in organizations / camps
- Conduct leadership training in SDEAS during the Deaf Festival
● Try to join clubs or out-of-school Deaf organizations

● Inspire our Summer of Service Deaf Volunteers to become leaders in the Deaf community

● Suggest to the Deaf studies Coordinator to invite more Deaf Adults as resource persons

● Document the lives of successful Filipino Deaf Adults / Filipino Deaf leaders